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Welcome to this fabulous, airy and bright, beautifully renovated and totally rebuilt 1880’s 

period home, superbly articulated in todays demand minimalist, contemporary style. Ideally 

located on a pretty, gentrified, tree-lined Avenue in the prestigious Yorkville/Ramsden Park 

area of midtown Toronto, it is just steps from Bay and Bloor, two subways, chic shops, 

wonderful art galleries, top museums and glamorous area restaurants. Spectacularly re-

conceived with excellent quality, thoughtful enhancements and immaculate discipline by a top 

design team, this is a fabulous alternate for those seeking the privacy and independence of a 

City home or a similar amount of space not available at a comparable price in nearby condos.  

 

Stately in appearance with the best of its period authenticity providing an elegant frame, yet 

totally modern in concept, its enchanting size, perfection of finishes and easy manageability are 

very reminiscent of what one would find in such internationally renowned neighbourhoods as 

“Chelsea” in London, England, “Georgetown” in Washington or a Brownstone in New York. 

Close proximity to convenient area parks and sought after private and public schools is a real 

plus. 

 

Cosmopolitan throughout, this delightful property boasts a winning combination of the best 

examples of today’s most wanted stunning glass, steel, marble and stone finishes, with elegant 

proportions, fine architectural details, high ceilings, and updated mechanicals.  The interior 

features smart, hardwood floors, a large family room flooded with atrium-like light, a modern, 

gourmet Kitchen with bistro style breakfast bar, commercial grade appliances and sleek Baths.  

All are cleverly executed in a soft, neutral palette, where fine art and furnishings harmonize 

perfectly! This is an incredible value opportunity to be in a choice carriage trade area, where a 

home office would work in several locations and will appeal to urban professionals and families 

alike. 

 

Elegantly scaled, inviting rooms include the open Living Room, with detailed millwork and 

mouldings, which add depth, along with halogen lighting and a bright bay window. The 

Dining Room is wonderfully spacious, conveniently seating six or eight for formal entertaining.  

The imaginative, cook’s Kitchen is particularly well laid out and executed with generous 

cabinetry and custom pantry storage, Caesarstone counter tops, built-in appliances and an 

expansive, free standing island Bar with bistro style pull up seating. Gatherings large and small 

tend to congregate here to assist in food prep and wine tastings whether for formal entertaining 

inside, or to enjoy al fresco living and dining in the enclosed, private, almost room-like Garden 

and patio so well planned for outdoor entertaining. Adjoining the Kitchen is the captivating 

Family Room which also serves as a fantastic Media Room and leads to the walled Garden and 
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entrance to the two car garage. Well located for privacy and an easy adjunct to the principal 

rooms, its large wall of windows allows one to enjoy sunshine by day or simply cocoon in 

privacy at night.  

 

The sun-filled second floor features the king-size Master Bedroom with its quiet Garden view, 

walk-out secluded deck, ingenious custom dressing and closet area and 4 piece Bath which 

pampers in spa-like style and comfort.  Also located here, but slightly apart, are the Second 

Bedroom, Den or Home Office and a Third Bedroom, double closets and bright windows, 

hardwood floor and a modern 4 piece Hall Bath with timeless finishes complete this floor.  

 

The Lower Level, with its two distinct staircases, is accessed from either the Main Hall or the 

Family Room. The former leads to the Powder Room, the Gym/Home Office, Laundry and 

Mechanical Areas, while the latter leads to a Storage/Playroom/Exercise Room.  

 

With a protective fenced front entrance and the sensationally planned Garden with its privacy 

screening, lush plantings, divided eating and lounge sections, barbeque gas line and direct two 

car garage entrance, this is sophisticated, urban living at its finest. The low maintenance 

exterior, attractive streetscape, elegant décor and superb central location near excellent area 

parks and prestigious public and private schools combine to make this distinctive home an 

impressive offering in the market place today.  Only a few minutes by car or subway to the 

business district and 20 minutes to the Airport, this engaging property will appeal to the 

prudent buyer looking for continental flair in a landmark property.  


